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¿-PARAMETER SEMIGROUPS OF

MEASURE-PRESERVING TRANSFORMATIONS

BY

NORBERTO ANGEL FAVA

ABSTRACT.    An individual ergodic theorem is proved for semigroups of

measure-preserving transformations depending on  zc  real parameters, which gen-

eralizes N. Wiener's ergodic theorem.

In this paper we use the method introduced in ergodic theory by A. P. Calderón

[l] combined with a covering lemma due to N. M. Riviere to obtain a pointwise

ergodic theorem concerning ¿-parameter semigroups of measure-preserving transfor-

mations.   Let X be a cr-finite measure space.   We denote by  T the set of all points

t = (/j, • ■ ■ , t, ) with nonnegative coordinates in ¿-dimensional euclidean space.

By a ¿-parameter semigroup of measure-preserving transformations we mean a

system of mappings (0 , t £ T) of X into itself having the following properties:

(i)   6 (6sx) = 0     x, 0nx = x tot every  / and s in  T and every x in X.

(ii)   For every measurable subset E of X the measure of 0~  (E) equals the

measure of E,  for any / in  T.

As usual, we shall assume that for any function / measurable on X, the func-

tion f(0,x) is measurable on the product space  T x X,  where  T is endowed with

Lebesgue measure.   In the next sections we give sufficient conditions for the al-

most everywhere convergence of the averages

^a/(*) = Tr-7  Jd f(etx)dt   asa^o.,
'    al a

where / is an arbitrary function in  L  (X), D a is an increasing family of regions

in  T depending on the positive real parameter a, and the vertical bars stand for

Lebesgue measure.

For the definitions of sublinearity, strong and weak type properties of oper-

ators as used in the sequel, we refer to Zygmund [5, vol. 2, p. 11 ll-

1.   A covering lemma of N. M. Riviere.  We will make use of the following

Lemma 1.   Let  (Ua, a > O) be a one-parameter family of open sets in  R ,

containing the origin and such that

(1)   a < ß implies  UaC U„,
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(2)   \Ua-Un+Ua\< const  |iy,

where   U„- U   + U    denotes the set of all points which can be represented in the
Cf. a CX ' L L

form u - v + w with u, v and w in  Ua.    Under these conditions, if a(x) z's a

positive real-valued function defined on the compact set K,  then there exists a

finite set x .,■■■, x    of points in  K,  such that the sets x.+ U^   .. (z = 1, • • • , ?.)

are disjoint and

n

\K\< C   Z \U ,    J

where  C  is the same constant that figures in condition (2).

Proof.   Since the sets x + U^  ,,  x £ K,  form an open covering of K,   there

exists a finite set F C K,   such that the sets y + Ug,  y y £ F,  also cover K.

Choose Xj in F so that  a(.Vj) = max!a(y): y £ F\.   If *i» • '• »*„ have been

chosen, we consider the set

An=K   °   (P/*z+^(V>)

where  Va= Ua- Ua+ Ua and the upper c denotes complement.   If An = 0   we

stop; otherwise we choose a point x        in the set

Bn = iy6F:(y+u/a(y))nAn?/ 0!

so that   a(x     .)= max[a(y): y £ Bn\-   Obviously xn   .  is different from all the

preceding points.   Since the sequence of sets  A     is decreasing, so is the se-

quence of numbers  tx(x  ).   The set F being finite, we must have A    = 0   for some

72  and the process stops there.

To prove the lemma, it will suffice to show that the sets x¿ + Ua¡x ,

(z = 1, • • • , n) are disjoint. Assume on the contrary that (x¿ + U^ A n

ix■ + U ,    A / 0, with   1 < i < j < n,   say.   Then there are points u in  U ,    . and
J a{x j ) ™x¿;

u , such that x. + u = x. + v.   Since x. £ B .   .  there is a point w in
Xj) i j 7/-1 r

l/,x ,  such that the point z = x. + w is in A.   y   Since A .      C A¿ and t/^   .. C

1/ ,    . it follows that z = x. + u-v + w is in A . and also in x. + V . but this
^.x i í i z i       m.x ¿j

is a contradiction.

Corollary.   // the family of sets  iUa, a > O) satisfies the hypothesis of Lem-

ma 1 and for every gix) in  L ÍR  ) we define the "maximal function"

Sgix) = sup 77-rfx + zj lg(y)Uy'
a>0     \Ua\ a

then S  is of weak type (1, 1).
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In fact, let  X be an arbitrary compact subset of E =   \x: Sg(x) > A[.  For every

x in   X there is a positive number  a(x) such that

/.
:,u      lg<y)|dy>A|t;     |

°-(x)

By virtue of the preceding lemma there exists a finite sequence X., • • • ,x    of

points in  X such that the sets x. + Ua¡x .  ate disjoint and

72 ^       n

\K\<C   zZ\Ua(x)\<—  Z   / \¿y)\dy<Cfo\\A'
1=1 i A    2=1    '     ¿+    a(x.)

i

Remarks,   (i)   Condition 2 of Lemma 1 is satisfied with the same constant C

for all one-parameter families of open cells containing the origin (by a cell we

mean the cartesian product of ¿ linear intervals).   As a consequence, the state-

ment of the corollary remains true if the sets  Ua ate replaced by a one-parameter

family  (Pa, a > O) of closed cells containing the origin.   To see this we construct

for each  a. a decreasing sequence  U^1' (n = 1, 2, ■ • • ) of open cells whose inter-

section is  P .   If we denote by S   the maximal operator associated with the cells

P..

Sg(x)=sup   j—r jx + p   \g(y)\dy,
a. >0     i- aP_:

while S    is the maximal operator associated with the family of open cells  t/¿   ,

a > 0,   then we have

{x: 7g(x) > \\ C lim infix: Sng(x) > \\

from which we deduce

|{x: ?g(x) > A|| < lim inf \\x: Sng(x) > X|| < C ||g|| /A.
77 —* OO

(ii)   The statement of the corollary still remains true if the sets   Ua ate re-

placed by a one-parameter family of regions  Da containing the origin, provided

that these regions satisfy the following hypothesis, which we shall assume to

hold throughout the sequel.

(A)   There exists a one-parameter family of closed cells   Pa such that, for

each a, Pa^> Da and  |Da| > C |Pa|» where C is a constant.   In fact, if S is the

maximal operator associated with the family of regions  (Da, a > O), while S   is

defined as in the previous remark, then Sg(x) < const S g(x).

2.   The maximal ergodic inequality.   Let (Da, a > 0) be an increasing family

of regions in  T,  depending on the real parameter a and subject to hypothesis

(A) of the preceding section.   For each function fix) in  L (X) we define the max-

imal ergodic operator M by the formula
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M/(*) = sup   —    f     \fidx)\dt.
a>0     \D   \     J Da        '

Following A. P. Calderón we prove

Theorem 1.   The maximal ergodic operator M  is of weak type (1, 1).

Proof.   For any function git) integrable over the parameter set  T in  R     and

for each positive integer N,  we write

sNgit) =   sup      L_ r   |g(/ + s)\ds
NS HDa)<N    \Da\    J Da

if  |i| < N; SN git) = 0 otherwise, where 8iDa) denotes the diameter of Da, while

as before

Sgit) = sup -—-■   f     \gil + s)\ds,
a>0     n       J Da

so that SN git) < Sgit) and   limN^aoSN git) = Sgit).   From the preceding section

we derive the inequalities

\{t: SNgit) > All < \{t: Sgit) > à|| < -^ Ît \ë^\ dt.
X

Let us define the function Fit, x) = fi8(x) if  \t\ < 2/V; Fit, x) = 0 otherwise.   It

follows from Fubini's theorem that Fit, x) is an integrable function of t for al-

most all x.   For a given A > 0 consider the set E of all pairs  (/, x) such that

SNFit, x)> X and its sections E   = fx: it, x) £ E\, Ex = {t: it, x) £ E\.

We observe that for |:| < N, SNFit, x) = SNFÍ0, d(x), and therefore E   =

6~ XiEQ) tot  \t\ < N while Et = 0   if  |f | > N.   If we denote by p the product of

Lebesgue measure with the measure on X,  then

piE) = JT  measiEt)dt= J |(| <N meas(E)dt = wkNk meas(E0),

where w,   is the measure of T intersected with the unit ball in R ■

On the other hand,

piE)= fx\Ex\dx< fxdx  £ í\A¿2N\fidtx)\dt
A        '  '

r  r r Cw,(2N)k

-XJ|«l*2W*Jxl/W.«>l*-1-ll/l! !-

Therefore
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meas(E0)<2feC||/||1/A

and Theorem 1 follows from the last inequality by letting N —> °o.

Corollary.   Since M does not increase the  L   -norm of any function, it follows

that M  is of strong type  (p, p) for any  p > 1.

3. A pointwise ergodic theorem. In this section we shall assume that in ad-

dition to hypothesis (A) of the first section, the family of sets Da, a > 0, and the

semigroup (0 , t £ T) satisfy the following assumptions:

(B) For any  t in Rk

|(l + Da) A DJ
lim-= 0,

a-«, \D   I
1    ai

where A  denotes the symmetric difference.

(C) If BK a denotes the set of all points / in  R    such that / + Da intersects

the compact set X without covering it, then

lSK,J
lim   -  = 0.

(D)   For any f(x) in  Lp(x) and any g(x) in  Lq(x), where  1 < p < °° and

1/p + 1/q = 1,

jxf(0tx)g(x)dx

is a continuous function of t.

We can now state the following:

Theorem 2.   // the family of regions Da and the semigroup 0   satisfy the

preceding conditions, then for any f in   L  (X) the averages

vw^U^1
\Da.

converge almost everywhere in X as   a—>°°.

Proof.   Let us consider the set of all functions h(x) which can be represented

in the form

(1) h(x)= )Tf(0tx)<p(t)dt

where / is a bounded function having support of finite measure and cp(t) is in-

finitely differentiable with compact support in  T and vanishing integral.   For any
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function  h  of this form we have

A*M%) = TTT hah{eux)du = ~- h du Lf^s+ux'^)ds
|DJ         <*                           \DJ          a          T

= JTdtfidx)-}D cßit - u)du = J Tdtfidx)-I    n cßis)ds.
id j      a Id I       a
>     a< I     cr.1

If we call Ba the set of points /  such that / - Da intersects the support of cß

without covering it, we can estimate the L!-norm of the expression depending on

a in the last integral as follows:

J\   r i I fi   I
Tdt \}t_D cßis)ds\<\\cß\\l~,

D.
'Lí' I I U.1

which tends to zero as  a —> oo by virtue of (C).   Since /id x) is a bounded func-

tion of t for almost all x,  we see at once that A^hix) tends to zero for almost

all x as  a —< oo.

We will say that a function   lix) in  L^(X) is invariant if for every t, lid x) =

lix) for almost all x.   If lix) is an invariant function, for almost all x we have

lid.x) = lix) tot almost all /.   Therefore

IDT   L   **!*>* -*to

for all  a almost everywhere in X.

We conclude that the averages Aafix) converge almost everywhere if / is

in the linear span of the functions h  and /.   Theorem 2 will follow by a standard

argument if we prove that this linear span is dense in  LP(X).   In fact, it is enough

to recall that M is of weak type  ip, p) fot  1 < p < °°.   For this purpose, let us

assume that a certain function g0(x) in the dual space  Lqix), where p > 1 and

1/q = 1 — 1/p,   is orthogonal to all. functions  h  and  /.    Therefore

0= Jxbix)gQix)dx= Jxdxg0ix) )Tfidtx)cßit)dt

= JT dt cßit) j x fiOtx)gQix) dx,

tot any infinitely differentiate function cßit) with compact support in  T and van-

ishing integral.   This implies that the integral

(2) )xfi9tx)g0ix)dx

is equal to a certain constant a toi almost all t,   in fact, for all t by virtue of

(D).   In order to prove that this constant a is actually equal to zero we consider
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the sequence

/>)=T— h   f^sx)ds.
\D„\        »

This sequence is bounded in  Lp and consequently, it contains a subsequence

which converges weakly to a certain function  l(x).   For simplicity of notation we

assume that the whole sequence /    converges weakly to /.   Then for every  /

the sequence of functions f(0tx) converges weakly to  l(0(x).   It will follow that

the limit function  l(x) is an invariant function if we show that the difference

/„Cox) - f (x) converges weakly to zero.

Let g(x) be any function in  Lq(X).   Then

Sx(fn(Otx)-fn(x))g(x)dx\

— fxdxg{x)   (fD   f(0t + sx)ds- iD   f(0sx)ds)\
Id I    A x     « " /
'       721 '

= —V  I   (Ld   - Sd    )ds iXf(6sx)g(x)dx
£) \ 7! 72 '

1      72 '       I

<\\f\\p\\g\\q\(t + Dn) A DJ/IDJ,

and the last expression tends to zero as 72 —> 00, by virtue of (B).   Since g Ax)

is orthogonal to all invariant functions the sequence

(3) J x/„(*W*) ̂x

tends to zero as 77 —► °°,   A simple computation shows that each member of this

sequence is equal to a,   so that a = 0.   Making / = 0 in (2) we see that

fxf(x) gAx)dx = 0 for any bounded function f(x) with support of finite measure.

Then  gAx) = 0 for almost all x,  which proves the density in   LP(X) of the linear

span of the functions  h  and  / and thus concludes the proof of Theorem 2.

One final remark is in order with regard to the assumptions we made on the

family of regions D .   Let us denote by  X" the set of all points in R    whose

distance to the complement of Da is not less than the positive number u.   We

wish to show that the family of regions Da satisfies condition (B) provided that

the following holds.

(B's \Kua\
(    ' lim   - = 1    for every positive number u.

°—°°    |DJ
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The proof is simple.   Given /  in Rk let us choose a number u which exceeds

the length of the vector t.   Then  Kua is contained both in Da and / + D .   If we

denote by A\B the points in A  not in B,   we have

\Da^ + Da)\        |Da\(l + Da)|    +   |(i + Da)\Dj

lD«l \Dc

\d¿SK\   +   |(/ + D.)\KSI   . ^    1^1

Condition (B ) is readily verified in the case of most of the familiar figures of

geometry.   In fact, Professor N. M. Rivière has proved that (B*) holds if the re-

gions Daare convex.

Let now D" be the set of points in  R    whose distance to Da does not exceed

u.   We claim that both hypotheses (B) and (C) can be replaced by a single one,

namely

(S) r       ,KSI       ,     ,lim-= 1     for every positive number zz.

*— \K\    ,

On the one hand (S) clearly implies (B').   Since  \BK J < \Dua\ - \Kua\  with u =

diameter of  K,   it also implies (C).
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